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Elegant and cosy dining.
madison 11716 invites you to dine comfortab-
ly thanks to its excellent seating comfort, which 
is visually emphasised by the cosy design. The 
benches are available in different versions. 
Chairs and armparts are optionally available 
with a function for friends of high-class comfort. 
An elegant flat steel runner and the design pi-
ping on the outer edges of the upholstery per-
fectly round off the homely appearance.

Covers: Z69/36 camouflage, O10/34 khaki, Z73/43 cream white

rotary function tuckgrid armpart casual



CHAIRS

BENCHES

MED
chair with armrests 
quadpod leg fixed

item no. for swivel. 
metal frame = DDB 
(surcharge)
Item no.f.swivelling 
met.fr.incl.ret.
spring = DRF 
(surcharge)

63/64/85/51

MEX
chair with armrests 
skid

63/64/85/51

MEV
chair with armrests 
four-leg

63/64/85/51

MEZ
chair with armrests 
swinging base

63/64/85/51

B160
bench with back and 
armrests

item no. for armpart 
adj. = SV2 (surcharge)

224/76/91/51

B190
bench with back and 
armrests

item no. for armpart 
adj. = SV2 (surcharge)

254/76/91/51

B220
bench with back and 
armrests

item no. for armpart 
adj. = SV2 (surcharge)

284/76/91/51

C160
bench with back 
open conclusion right 
and left

198/76/91/51

C190
bench with back 
open conclusion right 
and left

228/76/91/51

C220
bench with back 
open conclusion right 
and left

258/76/91/51
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2All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.



BENCHES WITH ARMPART RIGHT BENCHES WITH ARMPART LEFT

C160R
bench with back with 
armpart

item no. for armpart 
adj. = SV1 (surcharge)

224/76/91/51

C190R
bench with back with 
armpart

item no. for armpart 
adj. = SV1 (surcharge)

254/76/91/51

C220R
bench with back with 
armpart

item no. for armpart 
adj. = SV1 (surcharge)

284/76/91/51

C160L
bench with back with 
armpart

item no. for armpart 
adj. = SV1 (surcharge)

224/76/91/51

C190L
bench with back with 
armpart

item no. for armpart 
adj. = SV1 (surcharge)

254/76/91/51

C220L
bench with back with 
armpart

item no. for armpart 
adj. = SV1 (surcharge)

284/76/91/51
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its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.



Flexible armparts: 
In the case of flexible armparts a maximum 
weight-bearing capacity of up to 25 kg is gua-
ranteed. They are not to be used for sitting on. 
The adjustable armpart is used in straight or 
completely opened out function. A position in 
between is not planned.
Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear 
different in fabric and leather versions. For 
manufacturing reasons, seams may be left out 
of the fabric version or replaced with simple 
seams.

All of the dimensions given are approxima-
te dimensions in cm in width/depth/height/
seat height. We reserve the right to make 
changes.
Seat depth: approx. 52 cm
Seat depth chairs: ca. 48 cm
Armpart pillow (incl. piping): 
Width: approx. 32 cm 
Depth: approx. 62 cm 
Height: approx. 8 cm 
Height from seat, when folded up: approx. 26 
cm
Armpart width chairs: approx. 6 cm

Armpart height chairs: approx. 66 cm
Note on seat height: 
The final seat height on this model is only 
reached over time by sitting in, due to the 
upholstery construction.
Particularly casual upholstery: 
The upholstery of the model is particularly 
casually processed to create a certain visual 
appearance, which is characterised by a super 
soft surface. Covers may already show a pro-
nounced wavy appearance on delivery, which is 
intentional due to the design and construction 
and may become even more pronounced with 

use. This is not a quality defect, but a model-
related characteristic.
Load capacity: 
A maximum load capacity of the benches of up 
to 80 kg per 70 cm seat is guaranteed.

Load-bearing capacity: 
A maximum load-bearing capacity of this chair 
up to 120 kg is guaranteed.
Digital fabric/leather and colour samples: 
The visual appearance of the covers and colour 
samples may vary, samples in accordance - 
colour and structure deviations possible.

Frame structure of the chairs: 
The chairs have a different frame structure than 
the group. This also results in a different seat 
firmness.
1. Frame - metal frame foamed in cold foam 
2. upholstery structure seat and back - metal 
frame foamed in cold foam, ergoPUR foam with 
diolen cover
The measurements are given incl. tuck.

Flexible armparts
The armparts are foldable and 
fitted with a notch function for a 
surcharge. Item no. = SV1, SV2.

Elegant stand base
The MD chair has a stand frame 
which can be equipped with a 
swivel function (art. no. DDB) or 
swivel function with return spring 
(art. no. DRF) for surcharge.

Simply nice
The discreetly used, striking tuck 
at the outside edges of the uphols-
tery provides a unique look.

ORDER INFORMATION
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F 7W

flat steel runner 
black

F Y7

quadpod leg fixed 
black

F Y8

quadpod leg swivel-
ling black, surcharge

F Z4

tripod base rot., w/
return spring black 
surcharge

F K5

skid black

F W5

four-leg black

F C9

free-swinging frame 
black

• Item no. and cover
• Flexible armparts (surcharge)
• Swivel function (surcharge)
• Swivel function with return 
mechanism (surcharge)

Powder-coated: 
The colour M99 black is powder-coated.
Leg versions: 
Fixed stand leg F Y7 
- for chair MD, in black powder-coated finish 
Swivel stand leg F Y8 

- for chair MD, in black powder-coated finish, 
for surcharge (art.-no. DDB) 
Swivel stand leg with return mechanism 
F Z4 
- for chair MD, in black powder-coated finish, 
for surcharge (art. No. DRF)  

Slide base F K5 
- for chair MEX, in black powder-coated 
Four-legged base F W5 
- for chair MEV, in black powder-coated 
Cantilever base F C9 
- for chair MEZ, in black powder-coated

Leg versions for benches: 
flat steel runner black F 7W 
- for benches, powder-coated in black

LEGS ORDER CHECKLIST
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LIVING EXAMPLES

Covers: Z77/99 black pearl, S43/22 granite, V86/21 silver, V85/98 midnight Cover: Z69/36 camouflage
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UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE FRAME STRUCTURE

1. Frame - metal construction
2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs
3. Seat upholstery structure of er-
go-PUR-foam with diolen cover
4. Back suspension due to upholstery strap
5. Back upholstery structure of er-
go-PUR-foam with diolen cover
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Upholstered furniture from passion.

For almost 75 years, this passion has led to the creation of high-quality and special pieces of furniture 
and designer furniture - sofas that combine elegant and contemporary design with first-class com-
fort. We stand for craftsmanship, trend-setting ideas, appealing design and know-how from Germany. 
The result is upholstered furniture with guaranteed first-class comfort and attention to detail. When 
selecting the materials used, we pay attention to sustainability and the conservation of resources.

• Traditional craftsmanship down to the last detail 
• High-quality, environmentally friendly materials 
• Careful & precise workmanship 
• Cooperation with renowned furniture designers 
• Production according to DIN & RAL quality guidelines of the Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. 
• Regularly tested product quality „Made in Germany“ 
• Development at the Upper Franconian location in Ebersdorf near Coburg 
• Carefully selected fabric and leather cover collections in many colours for a wide range of requirements.

W.SCHILLIG GmbH & Co. KG 
Am Weinberg 20 - 22 

96237 Ebersdorf bei Coburg 
GERMANY

Telephone: +49 9562 37-0 
Telefax: +49 9562 37-500 
E-Mail: info@schillig.de


